
 
 

This is a Tactical Level Science Fiction Infantry Battle Scenario by RRB Minis © 2022 for the game Fictioneers: Legacy.  A copy of the rules will be needed in order 
to properly play this scenario including defining the tactical organizations called for here.  Terra standard colors are used on the scenario map to aid in 

understanding the terrain called for.  It does not specify the correct item colors for the scenario location.  Feel free to use whatever color scheme table covering and 
terrain you prefer.  To ask questions or to find more information about (and links to) the rules, other scenarios, and miniatures visit rrbminis.com. 

 

Scenario 13:  Battle of Giltawa Pass 
 

This scenario is intended to introduce the concept of Rapid Fire and special Alien Flora effects.  It is specifically written for a 
known battle between the Sitan Giants and the Sitan Humanoid on their homeworld of Sita (but it can be played anywhere using 
any factions).  The battle originally happen prior to the Giants establishing their new breeding grounds on the Great Chaistune 
Flats. 

 

Setup 
 

For 2 players. 
 

Units used should be limited to an 
HQ squad per side (or similar forces 
w/o heavy vehicles). 

 

Battlefield Map (12” Grid) 
 

Items listed on the map are typical 
terrain as listed in the rules. 
 

High die roll deploys all troops by 
making a full move maximum from a 
table corner with an “*” (no fire 
option allowed).  Then the other side 
does the same at the other “*”.  This 
counts as turns 1 and 2. Normal 
move/fire options begin on turn 3. 

 

Special Conditions 
 

Though available to anyone, troops outnumbered and desperately trying to hold their ground in particular may wish to perform 
Rapid Fire.  A non-moving shooter with a direct fire weapon may fire twice at the same or different targets (-1 on the first shot and 
-2 on the second). 
 

The planet Sita has a lot of peculiar alien flora.  In this area, what the Sitans call a Dagger Tree is found.  One tree is located on the 
center of each of the four hill tops shown.  It is not known if the trees are sentient or not, but they do attack anyone/anything that 
comes into contact with them.  They have a +5 Melee Modifier and a DR of 4.  As part of the Sitan Giant breeding ritual, the 
participants each have to face a tree unarmed and inflict 1 damage to it in order to be considered worthy.  If a Dagger Tree is killed, 
replace it with a stump marker. 

 
Objectives 
 

The Giltawa Pass is the ancestral home to the breeding grounds of the Sitan Giants. With their numbers dwindling faster than they 
can be replaced, to take the pass back would be a boon to the entire race.  Luckily for the Sitan Humanoids assigned to patrol the 
Pass, it is not currently the Giant’s breeding season; otherwise, they would likely encounter many more of them. 
 

• 1 Victory Point:  For each Giant alive at the end of the battle put one hit on a Dagger Tree.  No Giant will try to hit a tree 
already hit by anyone else. 

 

• 1 Victory Point:  For each Dagger Tree cut down (killed). 
 

• 1 Victory Point:  If either side kills over half of the enemy troops. 
 

• 3 Victory Points:  If the enemy is driven from the area (i.e. they concede defeat). 


